Statement of Award
Date: May 28, 2014

PURCHASE ORDER TO BE ISSUED BY: The Citadel

Bid : T3013-JR-5/05/2014
Issue Date : 4/24/2014
Opening Date : 5/23/2014

Description: Provide Maintenance and repairs to the steam, sewer condensate, chilled water, and water utility systems on The Citadel's campus for an initial period of one (1) year with four (4) additional one (1) year period

Agency : The Citadel
Awarded To : Reeder Industrial Contractors

Awarded Amount : $31,280.00

Estimated Total Potential Value : $156,400.00, this contract is awarded against fixed rates which may increase or decrease as warranted during the contract period.

James de Luca
Director of Procurement Services
The Citadel, Military College of SC